ABSTRACT Meiotic silencing by unpaired DNA (MSUD) is a process that detects unpaired regions between homologous chromosomes and silences them for the duration of sexual development. While the phenomenon of MSUD is well recognized, the process that detects unpaired DNA is poorly understood. In this report, we provide two lines of evidence linking unpaired DNA detection to a physical search for DNA homology. First, we have found that a putative SNF2-family protein (SAD-6) is required for efficient MSUD in Neurospora crassa. SAD-6 is closely related to Rad54, a protein known to facilitate key steps in the repair of double-strand breaks by homologous recombination. Second, we have successfully masked unpaired DNA by placing identical transgenes at slightly different locations on homologous chromosomes. This masking falls apart when the distance between the transgenes is increased. We propose a model where unpaired DNA detection during MSUD is achieved through a spatially constrained search for DNA homology. The identity of SAD-6 as a Rad54 paralog suggests that this process may be similar to the searching mechanism used during homologous recombination.
M
EIOSIS is fundamental to sexual reproduction. During meiosis, chromosomes are replicated, aligned, recombined, and segregated to nuclei that will develop into gametes. Two of these key processes, alignment and recombination, likely require a search for DNA homology between chromosomes (Barzel and Kupiec 2008; Moore and Shaw 2009) . Such homology searching is necessary because sexual organisms inherit a copy of each chromosome from each of its parents. These chromosomes, referred to as homologs, must somehow find each other so that alignment, recombination, and segregation can occur.
Although recent research has improved our understanding of homology search mechanisms (Forget and Kowalczykowski 2012; Renkawitz et al. 2013) , there are many questions that remain unanswered. The filamentous fungus Neurospora crassa may be useful for investigating the unknowns of homology searching because it possesses a genetically tractable phenomenon called meiotic silencing by unpaired DNA (MSUD) (Aramayo and Selker 2013; Billmyre et al. 2013) . MSUD scans pairs of homologs for segments of DNA that are not accurately paired between them. If improper pairing (i.e., unpairing) is identified, the offending sequences are silenced for the duration of sexual development. For example, if a hypothetical gene called "gene A" is on the left arm of one chromosome but on the right arm of its homolog, it will be silenced. The same holds true if gene A has been lost from one of the homologs.
A functional MSUD response can be easily detected with alleles that affect ascospore (sexual spore) color or shape. Indeed, MSUD was discovered during studies of ascospore maturation-1 (asm-1), a gene required for the production of pigmented (black) ascospores . A cross between an asm-1 + strain and an asm-1 D strain produces mostly unpigmented (white) ascospores. This is because MSUD silences the unpaired asm-1 + allele Shiu et al. 2001) . The efficiency of MSUD can be inferred from such heterozygous asm-1 + /asm-1 D crosses by determining the ratio of black-to-white ascospores observed within asci (spore sacs) after their extraction from a perithecium (fruiting body). Alternately, because ascospores are forcibly shot to the lid of a crossing plate at the final stage of perithecial development, phenotypic ratios can be determined from ascospore suspensions made by collecting ascospores from a crossing lid.
Any gene that produces an aberrant ascospore phenotype when it is unpaired during meiosis can be used to determine the efficiency of MSUD. In addition to asm-1 + , one of the most common genes used is r + [also referred to as Round spore (Mitchell 1966)] . r + expression is required for ascospores to develop their normal shape, which is similar to that of an American football. When MSUD is functional during a heterozygous r + / r D cross, round ascospores are produced instead of football-shaped ascospores because r + is silenced (Shiu et al. 2001) .
Genes that are required for MSUD can be identified through genetic screens for mutants that suppress MSUD efficiency. For example, the first MSUD gene was discovered by screening UV-induced mutants for the ability to produce black ascospores in crosses that were unpaired for asm-1 + (Shiu et al. 2001) . This approach has since been adapted for use with the N. crassa knockout collection (Colot et al. 2006) . Essentially, strains from the collection are put through crosses where asm-1 + or r + is unpaired during meiosis (Hammond et al. 2011a) . The production of phenotypically normal ascospores in such crosses suggests that the knockout (i.e., deleted gene) suppresses MSUD, typically because the deleted gene encodes a necessary component of the MSUD machinery.
There are currently eight characterized MSUD genes, seven of which produce proteins that localize in a ring-like pattern around the nucleus. These seven include common RNA interference (RNAi) proteins such as an RNA-directed RNA polymerase called SAD-1 (Shiu et al. 2001) , an Argonaute protein called SMS-2 (Lee et al. 2003) , and a Dicer protein called DCL-1 (Alexander et al. 2008) . The four others are SAD-2, a presumptive scaffold protein (Shiu et al. 2006) ; SAD-3, a putative helicase (Hammond et al. 2011a) ; SAD-4, a protein required for MSUD-specific small RNA generation (Hammond et al. 2013a,b) ; and QIP, an exonuclease (Lee et al. 2010; Xiao et al. 2010) . The eighth characterized MSUD gene encodes a nuclear protein called SAD-5 (Hammond et al. 2013b) .
A simple working model of MSUD starts with the detection of unpaired DNA by an undetermined nuclear factor (Hammond et al. 2011a; Aramayo and Selker 2013) . Unpaired DNA detection may then trigger the production of an "aberrant RNA" (aRNA), which could be delivered to a silencing complex stationed outside the nucleus. There, it could be made doublestranded (dsRNA) and processed into small RNAs by SAD-1 and DCL-1. While the hypothetical aRNA and dsRNA of MSUD have yet to be identified, the small RNAs have recently been discovered by deep sequencing (Hammond et al. 2013a,b) . These small RNAs, referred to as MSUD-associated small interfering RNAs (masiRNAs), are thought to direct silencing of messenger RNAs by complementary base pairing.
MSUD is a remarkable process. It has the ability to identify and silence an unpaired segment of DNA as small as 700 bp between homologous chromosomes that are millions of base pairs long (Lee et al. 2004) . Unfortunately, the identities of the proteins that mediate unpaired DNA detection have remained elusive. Although SAD-5 localizes within the nucleus, the role it plays in unpaired DNA detection is difficult to predict because it does not possess a characterized domain.
Here, we report the identification of SAD-6, a protein required for full MSUD functionality. Like SAD-5, SAD-6 is a nuclear MSUD protein, which raises the possibility that it is directly involved in unpaired DNA detection. More importantly, SAD-6 possesses a well-characterized domain that places it within a protein family that includes Saccharomyces cerevisiae Rad54. Enzymes from this family participate in the search for DNA homology during double-strand break repair by homologous recombination. We thus designed a new technique called "unpaired DNA masking" to investigate the (possibly related) search process that occurs during MSUD.
Materials and Methods

Strain information and culture conditions
All strains used in this study are listed in Table 1 . Vogel's minimal medium (VMM) (Vogel 1956 ) was used for vegetative cultures and synthetic crossing medium (SCM) (Westergaard and Mitchell 1947) was used for sexual crosses. While crosses and experiments were performed at room temperature, strain propagation was occasionally performed at 28°. Standard Neurospora techniques were used for all experiments unless otherwise indicated (Davis and De Serres 1970) . Genetic markers and knockouts were obtained from the Fungal Genetics Stock Center (FGSC) (McCluskey et al. 2010 ) and the Neurospora Functional Genomics group (Colot et al. 2006) , and their descriptions can be found in the e-Compendium (http://www.bioinformatics.leeds.ac.uk/~gen6ar/newgenelist/ genes/gene_list.htm). Linear growth assays were performed in race tubes as previously described (Perkins and Pollard 1986) .
Transformations and transformation vectors
Transformations were performed by electroporation of washed conidia (asexual spores) as described by Margolin et al. (1997) , except that conidia were separated from the majority of mycelial (vegetative) fragments by filtering through a 100-mm nylon filter (Steriflip; Millipore, Billerica, MA). The transformation vectors for the targeted insertion of ectopic fragments of r + (r ef ) were created by double-joint PCR (DJ-PCR) (Yu et al. 2004) . DJ-PCR was also used to construct the vectors for tagging the native sad-6 gene at its 59 end with green fluorescent protein (gfp) (Hammond et al. 2011b ) and the native spo76 gene at its 59 end with mCherryNC (Castro-Longoria et al. 2010) . A hygromycin resistance marker was used in all transformation vectors (Carroll et al. 1994) . The gfp-sad-5 and gfp-sms-2 tags were described previously (Hammond et al. 2011b (Hammond et al. , 2013b . The sequences of the oligonucleotide primers used to construct all transformation vectors are listed and described in Supporting Information, Table S1 .
MSUD suppression assays
MSUD efficiency was quantified with unidirectional or bidirectional crosses. The general method used for unidirectional crosses, where conidia from a "male" strain are used to fertilize protoperithecia (mating structures) of a "female" strain, is depicted in Figure 1 , A-D. Detailed methods have been previously described (Hammond et al. 2011a) . The general method used for bidirectional crosses, where both parents act as males and females, is depicted in Figure 1 , E-H. For the bidirectional crosses, ascospores were collected from the lids of the crossing plates 27 days postinoculation for analysis by low-magnification (1003) light microscopy. At least three replicates were performed for each cross.
RNA sequencing and analysis
We produced two independent RNA-seq datasets for this study. One was produced from strains with a rid + background (F2-01 3 P9-42), while the other was produced from strains with a rid background (F2-26 3 P6-07). rid stands for repeatinduced point mutation (RIP) defective (Freitag et al. 2002) .
Total RNA for RNA-seq was extracted from perithecia and associated vegetative tissue from 6-day-old directional crosses with TRIzol (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY). The extracts were purified from residual genomic DNA and other potential contaminants with the PureLink RNA Mini Kit (Life Technologies). The RNA samples were then sent to the University of Illinois (Roy J. Carver Biotechnology Center, Urbana-Champaign, IL) where they were treated with the RiboZero Human/Mouse/Rat Kit (Illumina, San Diego) and used to make RNA libraries with a TruSeq Stranded RNA-seq Sample Prep Kit (Illumina). The pooled libraries were then quantified by quantitative PCR (qPCR) and sequenced on one lane for 101 cycles from one end of the cDNA fragments on a HiSequation 2000, using the TruSeq SBS sequencing kit (version 3; Illumina). FASTQ files were generated with CASAVA (version 1.8.2; Illumina). The two data files have been deposited in the National Center for Biotechnology Information's (NCBI) Sequence Read Archive (SRA) (Leinonen et al. 2011) . The accession numbers are SRR957218 for the rid + cross and SRR957223 for the rid mutant cross.
For comparison of vegetative and sexual transcripts, N. crassa vegetative phase RNA-seq datasets SRR90363, SRR90364, and SRR90366 (Ellison et al. 2011) were downloaded from the SRA. RNA sequences from the vegetative and sexual datasets were aligned to all predicted N. crassa transcripts with Bowtie [version 2-2.1.0 (Langmead and Salzberg 2012) ]. Reads per kilobase of exon model per million mapped reads (RPKM) (Mortazavi et al. 2008) were calculated with the aid of custom Perl scripts and Microsoft Excel.
Phylogenetic analysis of SAD-6
Amino acid sequences were aligned with Muscle, Version 3.8.31 (Edgar 2004 ) and a neighbor-joining tree was constructed using the p-distance method and a bootstrap test of 1000 replicates in MEGA5 (Tamura et al. 2011) .
Results
Deletion of ncu06190 suppresses MSUD
We recently developed a high-throughput genetic screen for suppressors of MSUD (Hammond et al. 2011a) . Preliminary data from this screen suggested that strains deleted of gene ncu06190 are MSUD-deficient. To follow up on these data, we examined ncu06190 D in a quantitative assay of MSUD suppression.
Crosses between N. crassa wild-type strains typically produce black and football-shaped ascospores. However, when MSUD is active, crosses produce nearly 100% white ascospores when asm-1 + is unpaired and nearly 100% round ascospores when r + is unpaired (Shiu et al. 2001) . These aberrant phenotypes can be rescued by suppressing MSUD. identified sad D alleles [sad-3 D and sad-4 D (Hammond et al. 2011a (Hammond et al. , 2013b ]. Traditionally, the name "sad" is given to an MSUD suppressor because the first one was discovered during studies of strains that suppress ascus dominance Shiu et al. 2001) . Since deletion of ncu06190 suppresses MSUD, we have renamed it sad-6 for suppressor of ascus dominance-6.
SAD-6 is a member of the SNF2 family of chromatin remodeling proteins
The N. crassa genome database predicts that sad-6 encodes an 1870-amino acid polypeptide. A search of NCBI's conserved domain database with this sequence predicts that SAD-6 has a helicase-like domain (data not shown). This is consistent with a recent survey that has placed SAD-6 in a Rad54-like subgroup of SNF2 helicase-related proteins (Flaus et al. 2006 ).
Rad54 and its homologs have been implicated in nuclear processes, including homologous recombination (Mazin et al. 2010; Ceballos and Heyer 2011) . Therefore, if SAD-6 has Rad54-like functionality, we would expect to observe it in the nucleus. We tested this hypothesis by tagging SAD-6 with green fluorescent protein (GFP) and examining its localization during meiosis. As predicted, SAD-6 was observed to localize in a diffuse pattern within meiotic nuclei (Figure 2A ), similar to that reported for SAD-5 ( Figure 2C ) (Hammond et al. 2013b) . To determine that the diffuse localization pattern was not due to a technical artifact, we tagged N. crassa SPO76 with mCherryNC and visualized its localization pattern during meiosis. In Sordaria macrospora, SPO76 localizes to chromosomal axes during meiosis (Storlazzi et al. 2008) . Our analysis indicates that SPO76 also localizes to chromosomal axes in N. crassa ( Figure 2B ). More importantly, the contrasting localization patterns for SPO76 and SAD-5/SAD-6 suggest that the diffuse patterns observed for SAD-5 and SAD-6 are biologically meaningful. We also reexamined a perinuclear protein, SMS-2. As expected, the perinuclear localization pattern of SMS-2 ( Figure 2D ) (Hammond et al. 2011b) contrasted with the nuclear localization patterns of SAD-5 and SAD-6.
The N. crassa ortholog of S. cerevisiae Rad54 is MUS-25 (Handa et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2013) . MUS-25 is the only other SNF2-family protein in N. crassa predicted to be a member of the Rad54-like group (Flaus et al. 2006) , and it has been shown to be important for quelling, a vegetative RNA silencing process (Chang et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2013) . Accordingly, our own search of the N. crassa genome with the sequence of SAD-6 identified MUS-25 as the most similar protein of 24 matches (blastp, all E values were better than 1e-08).
To further investigate the relationship between SAD-6 and MUS-25, we created a phylogenetic tree with the sequences of Rad54-like proteins from humans and three nonNeurospora model fungi. We also included the sequences for SAD-6 and the five N. crassa proteins most similar to it. In this tree, SAD-6 clusters with Rad54-like homologs from other organisms, rather than with other SNF2-family proteins from N. crassa. This suggests that SAD-6 and MUS-25 are more closely related to Rad54-like proteins from other organisms than they are to other SNF2 proteins from N. crassa (Figure 3 ).
sad-6 transcript analysis suggests that it has functions outside of meiosis
In a previous study, we used publically available N. crassa datasets to examine the transcript levels of MSUD genes under a vegetative culture condition (Hammond et al. 2013b) . We found that transcripts from MSUD-specific genes are essentially undetectable at this time point in the N. crassa life cycle (after 24 hr of vegetative growth). In contrast, transcripts for genes that are shared between MSUD and quelling are easily detected under the same conditions (Hammond et al. 2013b) .
To determine the expression pattern of sad-6, we included it in a similar analysis on three publically available N. crassa vegetative RNA datasets that were different from those analyzed in the previous study. In addition, we produced two new RNA datasets for analysis of transcripts from sexual cultures, i.e., fertilized cultures undergoing meiosis and ascospore development. RPKM values (Mortazavi et al. 2008) were then calculated for sad-6, mus-25, quelling genes, MSUD genes, and two housekeeping genes (Table 2) . Transcripts for quelling genes were present at similar levels in vegetative cultures (4.32-155.31 RPKM) and sexual cultures (6.24-247.54 RPKM). In contrast, transcripts for MSUDspecific genes were essentially undetectable in the vegetative RNA datasets (0.00-0.35 RPKM) but were found at relatively high levels in the sexual datasets (9.79-567.76 RPKM). sad-6 transcripts were at relatively high levels in both vegetative and sexual RNAs (10.93 and 22.61 RPKM), demonstrating that sad-6's expression pattern is more like those of quelling genes than of MSUD-specific genes. Its pattern is also similar to that of mus-25 (6.56 and 13.51 RPKM), which is known to Figure 3 Rad54-like proteins from four model fungi and humans. Sequences of Rad54-like proteins from Homo sapiens, S. cerevisiae, Schizosaccharomyces pombe, and Aspergillus nidulans (Flaus et al. 2006) were downloaded from the NCBI, while the N. crassa sequences were downloaded from the N. crassa genome database.
Figure 2 SAD-6 localizes within the nucleus during meiosis. (A and E) SAD-6 displays a diffuse nuclear localization pattern (excluding the nucleolus) within prophase asci (ISU 3036 3 ISU 3121). (B and F) SPO76 localizes to chromosomal axes (ISU 3036 3 ISU 3123). (C and G) SAD-5 (ISU 3037 3 ISU 3122) and (D and H) SMS-2 (ISU 3037 3 P15-22) localize within the nuclear and perinuclear regions, respectively, which is consistent with previous findings (Hammond et al. 2011b (Hammond et al. , 2013b . All asci were fixed and prepared for imaging as previously described (Hammond et al. 2011b) . Images were obtained with a Leica SP2 system. All fluorescent images are shown with original contrast with no s-curve used. The transmitted light image is shown in grayscale, overlaid with the GFP (green) or mCherryNC (red) image. Bar, 10 mm.
have roles in vegetative and sexual phases of the N. crassa life cycle (Handa et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2013) . Overall, sad-6's expression pattern suggests that it has roles in both vegetative and sexual processes.
Characterization of basic developmental processes in sad-6 D strains
Deletion or mutation of MSUD genes has not been observed to affect vegetative growth processes, such as growth rate, conidia production, or overall appearance under standard growth conditions (e.g., Hammond et al. 2011a Hammond et al. , 2013b . We therefore performed assays to determine whether sad-6 D would be the first sad mutant associated with such defects. Like previously characterized sad D strains, sad-6 D appears to have no effect on growth rate or morphological features of N. crassa cultures under standard growth conditions (Figure 4, A and B) .
With respect to sexual development, many MSUD genes are essential. sad-1 + , for example, is absolutely required for meiosis and crosses homozygous for sad-1 D are infertile (Shiu et al. 2001) . However, we have recently found that not all MSUD genes are required for meiosis. An example is sad-5 + , whose deletion from both parents of a cross has no detectable effect on sexual development and ascospore production (Hammond et al. 2013b) . We thus sought to examine whether sad-6 + is essential for sexual development. We found that homozygous sad-6 D crosses complete meiosis and produce abundant levels of ascospores, demonstrating that sad-6 + is not critical for this part of the N. crassa life cycle ( Figure S1 ).
MSUD detects unpaired DNA with a spatially constrained search for DNA homology
To gain new insight into the mechanism of unpaired DNA detection during MSUD, we tested its limits by placing an ectopic fragment of r + (r ef ) at slightly different locations on chromosome VII in different strains (Table 3 ; Figure 5 , A and B). We then performed a series of crosses between the strains and examined the efficiency of MSUD in each cross. Our findings demonstrate that when two r ef are separated by a short distance (4.1 kb) on different homologs, they barely trigger MSUD even though they are at different positions ( Figure 5C ). However, as the distance between two r ef increases, the strength of MSUD also increases ( Figure 5C ). This suggests that the closer the fragments are to one another, the more likely they are to escape detection by MSUD. Surprisingly, even when fragments are separated by a distance of 37.6 kb, they often escape detection. Various interpretations of these data and how they could result from a SAD-6-mediated homology search are discussed below.
MSUD is partially functional in homozygous sad-6 D crosses
The fact that sad-6 D strains can be crossed to one another allowed us to test whether MSUD is completely deficient in crosses where both parents lack sad-6 + . Surprisingly, MSUD was partially functional in such crosses ( Figure 1K ), suggesting that another protein is functionally redundant with SAD-6 in MSUD.
Discussion
MSUD can be divided into at least two distinct processes: detection of unpaired DNA and its silencing. Since the initial discovery of MSUD in the laboratory of R. L. Metzenberg, much has been learned about the latter process. Essentially, it appears to be mediated by an elaborate silencing complex that stations itself around the perimeter of the nucleus, (Catalanotto et al. 2004; Maiti et al. 2007; Alexander et al. 2008; Lee et al. 2010; Xiao et al. 2010 ).
attempting to prevent mRNAs generated by the unpaired DNA from entering the cytoplasm. In contrast, little is known about how MSUD detects unpaired DNA and initiates the silencing process. Here, we have identified a new suppressor of MSUD: sad-6 D . Since it is a nuclear protein, SAD-6 could directly participate in unpaired DNA detection. The simplest explanation for the MSUD suppression phenotype in sad-6 D heterozygous crosses is that sad-6 + encodes an MSUD protein and its absence in one parent results in haploinsufficiency. Additionally, by taking away its pairing partner, the sad-6 D allele may cause the sad-6 + allele to undergo self-silencing (Shiu et al. 2006; Kasbekar 2012) . For either scenario, haploinsufficiency and/or self-silencing, MSUD suppression most likely results from insufficient levels of SAD-6.
One unexplained result in this study is the finding that MSUD is partially functional in homozygous sad-6 D crosses. One possibility is that an unidentified protein is functionally redundant with SAD-6. An obvious candidate is MUS-25. Unfortunately, MSUD-suppression assays of mus-25 D with unpaired asm-1 + and r + have produced conflicting results; while some experiments suggested no difference in MSUD efficiency, others suggested a slight suppression (our unpublished results). This variability may be related to the aberrant meiosis and low fertility of heterozygous mus-25 + /mus-25 D crosses. While we have not investigated a mus-25 D sad-6 D mutant, it seems likely that such a strain would not be more fertile than the mus-25 D single mutant.
SNF2-family proteins are required for efficient homologous recombination in eukaryotes (Flaus et al. 2006; Ceballos and Heyer 2011; Hopfner et al. 2012) . In N. crassa, MUS-25 and at least three other SNF2-family proteins have been implicated in homologous recombination (Handa et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2013) . These are swr1 (NCU09993), chd1 (NCU03060), and isw1 (NCU03875), two of which are included in Figure 3 because of their similarity to SAD-6. Given the connection between SNF2-family proteins and homologous recombination, it is conceivable that SAD-6 may help detect unpaired DNA during MSUD through a homology search process similar to that used during homologous recombination.
Homologous recombination is one of the methods used to repair double-strand breaks in DNA (San Filippo et al. 2008; Jasin and Rothstein 2013) . During this process, a Rad51-coated single-stranded (ss) molecule of DNA invades a dsDNA template and searches for homology (Forget and Kowalczykowski 2012; Renkawitz et al. 2013) . A recently proposed model suggests that Rad54 aids this homology search in at least two ways (Wright and Heyer 2014) : first, by driving together heteroduplex DNA, which consists of the invading strand and its complement within the original dsDNA template; and second, by dissociating the invading strand if it does not encounter a fully homologous complement. The close relationship between SAD-6 and Rad54 suggests that SAD-6 could promote homology identification in a similar manner.
It is also possible that the strand-invasion-based homology search used for homologous recombination is not related to the unpaired DNA detection process of MSUD. Recent evidence suggests that the homology search for N. crassa RIP (discussed below) does not require dsDNA strand breaks (Gladyshev and Kleckner 2014) . If a similar (breakindependent) process is used to identify homology during MSUD, then perhaps SAD-6's role in MSUD is to remodel chromatin. Accordingly, some SNF2-family members are chromatin remodelers and even Rad54 has been shown to possess the ability to translocate on DNA and slide nucleosomes (Alexeev et al. 2003; Amitani et al. 2006; Ryan and Owen-Hughes 2011) . SAD-6's role in MSUD could thus be to clear DNA of A 4.1-kb r ef -hph fusion construct was placed between the indicated positions on chromosome VII. The sequences between the indicated positions were deleted in the process.
associated proteins, making the search for unpaired DNA possible by homologous recombination-related or unrelated mechanisms. In addition to MSUD, N. crassa possesses another genomescanning process called RIP, which occurs just before meiosis and involves a search for repeated sequences (Galagan and Selker 2004) . The scanning process of MSUD may not need to be as broad as it is in RIP and other genome-wide scanning processes; that is, it should be necessary only to compare allelic positions between the paired homologs. However, it may not be as straightforward as lining up the homologs and testing the bases "one by one." In fact, the experimental results reported here have shown that DNA does not have to be perfectly allelic to be considered paired. Unpaired DNA detection thus seems to involve a certain level of chance and the probability of marking homologous DNA fragments as paired decreases as the distance between them increases. This inexact method of homology searching could be a common characteristic of processes that involve identifying homologous sequences within a genome, which would help explain how such searches are achieved in an energy-efficient and timely manner.
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